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Introduction
The aim of this free guide is to help
you find the best route to creating your
dream garden, in a way that’s cost
effective and suits your lifestyle needs
and budget.
First, I want to acknowledge what a rare,
and in my book, wonderful human being
you are! Before you run away, fearing an
imminent group hug, I should explain. So
few people actually do what you’re doing
right now - learning how to do your garden
properly. You’ve sussed that great looking
gardens don’t happen by accident and
that design is essential to success. You’re
not going to settle for an average looking
garden - good for you!

Whilst garden design can be a complex
subject with lots of different layers, it
isn’t hard to do if you focus on the right
things, in the right order. Once you’ve
worked out what you want, the next step
is to work out the best way to achieve it.
Coincidentally, that is what this guide is all
about; to help you make the right decisions
for you, as well as take the shortest route to
get you your perfect garden.
To help you narrow down which of your
3 options: DIY design, hiring a designer or
a combination of those is going to be best,
answer the following short multiple-choice
questionnaire. After that, we will have a
more in-depth look of each of the 3 options
including the pros and cons of each one.
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DIY Design or Hire Someone?
So let’s look at your options to get a
great design for your garden.
Deciding if you should DIY or hire a
professional can feel like quite a big decision
to make. So, answer the four questions
below; your answers will help make the
decision making process easier.
1) When do you want your new garden
built?
A
As soon as possible
In a few months 		
B
Within 12 months
C
2) How much time can you devote to
planning your garden?
No time! 			
A
An hour or two a week 		 B
4-5 hours per week

C

3) Do you like learning new things?
No				 A
Sometimes			
B
Yes
C

4) Do you like to spend time planning
projects and imagining how it will look
finished?
A
No 			
Sometimes			 B
Yes
C
A = 1 point B = 2 points C = 3 points
If your score was between 4 - 6: Hiring a
professional would be your best option.
If you scored between 7 - 9: You are a
fence sitter and either option may work for
you (see next section for more detail on your
options).
If your score was between 10 - 12: You
are definitely the type of person who is well
suited to learn how to design your garden if
you want to.
The next sections of this book will give
you an in depth view on each option...
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Part 1

diy design
If you are going to design your own
garden, and I hope you do as it’s lots of
fun and very rewarding, then there are
some things you really must know to get
good results.

that link all the areas of your garden
together well. The shapes that you choose
should also make the garden look longer
and wider, create interest and improve the
flow and function of your garden.

The mistake a lot of people make is to
design ‘areas’ in their garden rather than
tackling the whole thing. This type of
‘tinkering’ is not only costly, as you end up
continually going backwards and forwards
to garden centres buying lots of plants and
features trying to make an area look good,
but it doesn’t achieve good results.

The material choices that you use for your
garden must also be carefully considered
so that the sizes and shapes and patterns
you put them in complement the rest of the
design and garden.
Basically, in order to create a nice looking
garden, you need to know a bit about
design and how it works. How you learn
about garden design will depend a lot
on the time you have available and your
learning style.

There are 3 main options to learn
from :

In order to achieve a great looking garden,
you must view it as a whole entity not as
a series of unrelated parts or ‘areas’. In
order to do this, you must create shapes
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1) Books
2) College classes
3) Online courses
We’ll look at each of these in detail but
before we do that, let’s highlight what it is
that you need to learn.
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what do you need to learn?
For the first garden I designed (for my brave
parents) before I trained professionally, I
tried to teach myself design from books.
Whilst the books certainly helped to a
degree, I did find it quite a struggle because
there wasn’t a clearly defined set of
guidelines to follow.
It appears that the principles of garden
design can and do differ slightly depending
on where and who teaches them. So, I’ve
listed below the ones that have helped me
most over the last 20 years as a professional
garden designer. These are the ones I teach
in depth to my design students.

most important design principles
1. Shape
2. Proportion
3. Movement
4. Punctuation!
5. Balance
6. Repetition
7. Simplicity
These are the most useful garden design
principles that I advise you to concentrate

on. Bear in mind that different design
schools and tutors may refer to them
slightly differently.
But one thing is really important for you to
know - none of the design principles I’ve
mentioned will make a good garden design
in isolation from the other principles. This is
where most people fall down; they don’t use
them together correctly.
There is one more really important thing
you should learn about as well as the
principles of garden design. That is about
sight and centre lines. The view down the
garden from certain view points, like your
kitchen or lounge window, need to be taken
into consideration in the design.
Lining elements up is quite a subtle art but
it is something that helps bring house and
garden together, as well as making the
design work seamlessly.
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Design Software
What About Using Garden Design
Software?
A lot of people think that software will
help them design their garden. It will, to a
degree. But you are still the creator, not
the software, so it will only produce what
you tell it to. Also, unless you know how
the software works, you’ll have the added
frustration of learning how it to use it as
well as how to design.

programmes may come with a range of
already created designs, they might not be
what you want.
‘Off the peg’ designs that you see in
books and in some software packages are
unlikely to fit and be your dream garden.
Unless you understand the principles of
design, you will not be able to easily adjust
them to fit the space you have in a way
that works.

Thinking that design software will design
the garden for you is like giving a nonmusician an instrument and expecting
them to play beautiful music. I have no
musical ability whatsoever, nor do I have
any understanding of what makes music,
music. I’d undoubtedly get sound out of
any instrument you gave me but what
are the chances of me creating anything
tuneful?
Perhaps we’d strike lucky and it would be
an instrument with some pre-programmed
tunes but who would want to listen to
them? Just like some design software

computer generated design
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Garden design software is
excellent at showing you
how your garden will look in
3D and you won’t have to
spend time drawing it out.
But sometimes it can take
ages just to draw a really

simple design shape. Also,
if the design feature you
want in your garden isn’t
in the software database,
you’re going to have to find
a way to get it in there.

I love computers, gizmos
and gadgets but for design,
I use a pencil and paper;
admittedly, it’s a very hightech looking pencil but
a pencil none-the-less. I
would strongly recommend
you do the same to start
with unless you are already
a whizz with CAD software
programmes. It will save
you a lot of time and
frustration.
So, let’s now look at how
you can really learn what to
do with your garden.

hand drawn design
www.successfulgardendesign.com
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Garden Design Books
Design & Landscaping Books
There must be a million garden design
books out there, so how do you choose
which ones to get? Before you start
spending money on garden design books,
I would recommend that you take a look at
your local library.
The library will have a whole selection of
garden design books and this will enable
you to have a good look through them
before you buy any. This is really important
to do because there is an awful lot of wellmeaning, but ultimately unhelpful garden
design books out there.

A lot of garden design books, I think, are
meant to be coffee table books, rather than
actual how-to books. Wonderful if you want
an adornment to your coffee table, but
next to useless if you actually want to learn
design.

How can you tell the good design
book from a dud?
Unfortunately, looking at the pictures
won’t help you. Books can have amazing
pictures of gardens but that doesn’t mean
to say they will have adequate step-by-step
instructions. So before you buy anything,
it’s really important that you read some of it.
I can’t tell you how many garden design
books I’ve picked up, started to read, then
closed them again because they’ve made
no sense whatsoever, and I’m a garden
designer! Books like this have actually
been one of the main reasons I started to
write about and teach garden design. I was
shocked at how confusing and unhelpful a
lot of the information out there is.

10
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I’ve seen books say that ‘excitement’ is one of the principles of
garden design! Seriously, what on earth are they going on about?
The finished garden might excite but I’ve no idea how you are
meant to consider that a design principle. It’s an emotion, not a
principle!
There are books that do cover step-by-step how to design a garden
but quite a few of these seem to get bogged down with technical
details that just aren’t relevant to the average garden. Quite frankly,
some of them are so dull that you’d probably prefer to put up with
your existing garden than read to the end of them!
Another thing to look out for is the fact that a lot of garden design
books aren’t necessarily written by garden designers. That doesn’t
mean to say the person doesn’t understand design, but they may
not be able to express clear step-by-step instructions on how you
can do it yourself.
If the book has been written by a garden
designer, do they have a teaching style
that resonates with you? Naturally talented
people who find things easy to do, don’t
always make the best teachers. Those
of us that have struggled with learning
how to do something are often better able
to communicate how to do things more
effectively to others.
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The main thing, though, is to find someone whose designs you
like and who has a writing style that appeals to you. You’ll learn a
lot more from a book that engages you. If the information you’re
reading is difficult to understand or comes across as nonsense,
find another book.
As much as I love books, realistically I think you need more than
just a book to properly learn garden design. However, having said
that, I do feel books provide a valuable starting point and I have
written several that are available on Amazon and in all good online
book stores! You can check them out here:
Amazon.co.uk or Amazon.com

12
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Other options
If you don’t have the time and inclination
to read a million garden design books or
do a full-scale garden design course, a
mini-course is a great option as it’s halfway
between a book and a full garden design
course. It’s obviously not as in-depth as
a full garden design course but it will be
quick and easy to do and you’ll get a lot
more benefits than just reading a book
because of the video tutorials.
Unsurprisingly, I do happen to have
a few mini-courses you can do - see
this page for more details http://www.
successfulgardendesign.com/products/
and at some point soon there will be a
short video explaining the difference
between them.

Want to learn as much as possible?
A short course in garden design can be
a wonderful way to really understand
about design. Yes, I do happen to have
a selection of garden design courses but
don’t worry I’m not only going to mention
those!
The garden design mini-courses and full
course I run are online and that’s not
always the perfect option for everyone.
So, I’m going to give you the low-down on
both online and offline courses so you can
decide what will work best for you.

Garden Design 101
Simple methods
to create your perfect
garden!

www.successfulgardendesign.com
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part 2

Choosing a garden design course
There are a lot of garden design
courses available. Classroom and
correspondence courses are the norm
and now interactive online learning
environments are beginning to emerge.
Choosing the best course for you comes
down to three factors:
1.
2.
3.

What’s your preferred learning style?
Your ability to commit to a set day and
time to study.
Your preference to learn in a group
environment or in solitude.

Your Learning Style
We all learn differently. Some of us are
more visual and need to see someone
do something in order to learn it and read
instructions.

The best courses are specifically designed
to be ‘whole-brained’. This means that
regardless of your preferred learning style,
information is delivered in all the formats so
that everyone benefits.

Some people are more kinaesthetic and
need to do practical, hands on to learn
effectively.
Others are more auditory and learn well from
listening rather than reading information.

14

A traditional classroom environment tends
to cover all of the above to one degree or
another, whereas correspondence courses
are better for people who like to read their
way to knowledge in their own time.
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Something else that’s important to look for
is that information should be presented in a
way that isn’t difficult to learn.
A good teacher will draw on knowledge
you already have from your everyday life
experiences and link it to the new concepts
they are presenting so that you understand
what they’re talking about without needing
to put a great deal of effort into learning new
concepts.

The Time Factor
This will be a big factor for a lot of people.
How much time it will take you to learn
enough is going to depend on how quickly
you learn and the length of the course;
some courses last a month, others go on
for several months.

Yes, you can read a garden design book
or a course in a week but learning doesn’t
happen overnight. Information alone is
not enough; it needs to be turned into
knowledge before it becomes useful.
It takes time for all the information to sink
in and marinate in your brain. I’m also a
firm believer in having a few practice runs
at designing before you start on your own
garden. Most courses will get you to have
a go at designing several gardens before
they let you loose on a real one.
Like I said at the beginning, garden design
is not difficult but it is complex. The layers
of knowledge need to fit together like a
jigsaw puzzle. Every part is inter-related.
It does take practice to learn how to
incorporate all the parts successfully.

Judging by the feedback I’ve had with the
main garden design course I’m running
(the Great Garden Forumla), the minimum
is going to be between 2-4 weeks.

www.successfulgardendesign.com
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Group It or Go It Alone?

downloadable video tutorials, you’ll be
able to learn on-the-go as well.

This one comes down to personality type.
If you love to interact with others and
learn in a group, then a correspondence
course could be quite lonely and you
may find yourself giving up without the
encouragement of others.

The written lessons are also very portable
as they can be printed out, viewed on
your laptop or portable device so you can
study them whenever you want.

Disadvantages of Online Courses

If you can’t commit to a specific day and
time to do a course then rather than
do a straight-forward correspondence
course, an interactive online course would
probably be a better option. Yes, this is
now the point where I get to promote my
own courses!

You won’t always be able to interact in real
time with the tutor. There is a time delay if
people aren’t online at the same time you
are.

What Are The Advantages of an
Interactive Online Course?
The most straightforward answer is you
can do it at a pace and time that suits
you. A good course will have a means
of communicating between you and the
tutor so you can ask questions. A virtual
classroom, if you like. Another bonus is
you can watch the video tutorials as many
times as you like. If the course offers

16

You may not get to see other people’s
work - not everyone will be brave enough
to show their work to other learners, so if
you like to learn from other people, you
may not get to interact as much as you
would in a classroom environment.
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What Content Should a Good Course
Cover?
This can vary quite dramatically but the key
things you’ll need to learn is:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

How to survey your garden accurately
(critical for the whole design to work when
you build it)
How to draw up a survey plan to scale
Design Principles
Garden Styles
How to Design different sizes and shapes
of garden
Basic construction knowledge (you don’t
want to do a design that can’t be built)
How to do a great planting plan (this is
often offered as a separate course)

You can also choose to learn each part
separately by taking a few mini-courses. See
the courses page on the Successful Garden
Design website.

Best Piece of Advice When Choosing a
Course
Make sure it’s not boring! No, I’m not
kidding. If the course content is dry,
technical and uninteresting, you’re unlikely
to want to stick at it. I’ve done a lot of
research on courses and I was surprised
at just how dreary and uninteresting some
of them were!
Always ask for a course content sample.
Even if you are doing a classroom course.
Meet the tutor, get some course work and
see if it is interesting and informative.

www.successfulgardendesign.com
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Most courses have a set term-time - if they
have ten weeks to fill, they will fill it. Not all
courses will fill it with interesting and useful
stuff, though.

Are Certified Courses Worth the Extra
Cost?
Well, that depends on whether you think this
may be something you want to do as a career.
In all honesty, there are a lot of courses
offering all sorts of qualifications - how many
get you to the level you can really do design
gardens professionally, I wouldn’t want to say.
I would pick the course that you think you
will get the most from and one that suits your
needs rather than worry about qualifications
at the end of it (unless you know you really do
want to do this professionally).

How Much Will a Good Garden Design
Course Cost?
Now that’s a question! The answer is
anywhere between a few hundred pounds
to several thousand. It will all depend on
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the length of the course, how many tutors
are involved, the reputation of the college,
whether there is a qualification at the end
of it etc.
Correspondence courses are usually
cheaper than college courses. But, again,
this can vary drastically. Interactive online
courses are a fairly new concept but I
would imagine in time they will be priced
somewhere in between correspondence
and classroom courses. On the whole,
though, interactive online courses are the
next best thing to a classroom course (ok,
I would say that as I run one - but really
they are!).
Once you’ve learned the art of garden
design, it will be a skill you have forever.
So if you are likely to move house a lot
over the coming years, a good course will
be worth the investment.
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Something Important to Check Out First Successful Garden Courses
Is the course tutor a garden designer and
are they any good? Not all garden design
teachers have been garden designers.
That doesn’t mean they aren’t good at
teaching but it may mean they have a gap
in their knowledge if they haven’t truly
experienced what designing is like.

Where to Find Courses
Your local community college or adult
education centre may run garden design
courses. Look online - there are lots
advertised around. Just remember to get
a sample and check the information is
presented in a way that is good for your
style of learning and is going to keep your
interest.

I offer two types of garden design training
- Mini-Courses and a Full Garden Design
Course. These are online courses so you
download everything onto your computer
or mobile device, or you can view it all
online.
The very best course I offer is the Great
Garden Formula - this includes modules
on how to design different sizes, shapes
and styles of garden along with changes
of level, and cunning design tricks to make
your garden look and feel more spacious
and interesting. There are numerous video
tutorials to explain the principles and key
elements of garden design.

www.successfulgardendesign.com
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The Great Garden Formula also includes
the Garden Survey Mini-Course (which
teaches you to draw up an accurate plan)
and the How to Choose the Right Plants
For Your Garden mini-course. Included are
garden ideas picture galleries, landscaping
material galleries, as well as interviews
and the Cheat’s Guide To Sketching And
Visualising.
This course contains all you need to know
to design your own garden. It’s not padded
out to fill a curriculum and you can do it at
your own pace.
The next best thing to the Great Garden
Formula are the mini-courses. These cover
the essentials and overall principles. The
written material comes with video tutorials
as well as garden picture galleries to help
inspire you.
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There’s a mini-course on deck design and
another on patios. Whilst these do have a
specific focus, they do cover how to design
your whole garden like the Great Garden
Formula does but in an abbreviated way.
By September 2012, there will also be a
mini-course on small garden design.
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Combination
If you’re a bit nervous that your own efforts
may not be up to scratch, then you could
always ask the opinion of a local garden
designer. Working with a designer is a
great option, giving you the best of both
worlds; the satisfaction and cost savings
of doing the design yourself and the
experience of the professional to help you
polish your design to perfection.

Not all designers offer a consultancy
service but it is worth ringing one you like
or emailing and asking if they will do it. It’s
well worth a few hours of a professional’s
time to check what you want to do works.

Most designers have an hourly rate, so
they should be able to accommodate you.
This is something that can be done online.
If you email photographs of your garden as
well as your sketch, a good designer can
give you a fair bit of advice from that.
I do offer a plan review service / garden
design clinic at Successful Garden Design.
You can read more about that here:
http://www.successfulgardendesign.com/
plan-review-service/
If you’d rather have
a professional
design your garden
for you, the next
section will show
you how to find the
right landscape
professional to help
you.

www.successfulgardendesign.com
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part 3

Hiring a pro
Working with landscape
professionals
Before we get going on working with a
landscaping pro, I want to start at the very
beginning and by looking at who does
what.

Who Does What and Why?
A lot of people get confused with the
difference between a landscaper and
the garden/landscape designer and
the precise roles each one plays. The
landscapers are the guys and gals that
physically build the garden. The garden or
landscape designer do the planning - they
work out where everything goes.

The part that a lot of people find confusing
is they don’t really understand why
they need a designer. A question every
landscaper will have been asked is “Why
can’t you do that part?”
They are two very different skill sets
involved. Whilst some landscapers can
and do design, it’s not usually something
that they are most
comfortable/skilled
at doing. If you’re
still questioning why
you might need both,
just think about the
difference between a
doctor and a surgeon.
In a medical emergency, a doctor will be
considerably better at performing a surgery
than the average Joe off the street. But
given the choice, I’m guessing, to get
really good results, you’d probably prefer
a qualified surgeon with many years
experience operating on you, even if it
costs you a bit more money!

22
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Now, whilst you might be in a hurry to get
your garden landscaped, it’s unlikely it’s a
real emergency. I’ve only had one case in
twenty years that was; a couple’s daughter
suddenly decided to have her wedding
in their garden. Timing there was critical
but, even so, they still made sure it was
properly planned!
So if you’re going to spend a considerable
amount of money on your garden, it
makes sense spend a little bit of time to
plan something amazing before you go
spending. The costs may be similar but the
end results will be dramatically different.

Have You Seen This Type of
Landscaping?
You might have friends or neighbours
who’ve had their gardens landscaped and
whilst they’ve probably spent a fair few
pennies on it, you’re not that impressed
with it. The garden lacks the ‘wow’ factor.
You’re determined not to make the same
mistake, which is probably why you

are reading this and not ringing up the
landscape contractor your friends used.
So what is it that makes some gardens
look great and others look ‘blah’? It all
comes down to the design, much more
than how much money you spend on it.

What Difference Can a Designer Make?
A designer arranges everything in an
aesthetically pleasing way. They create
interesting shapes that make the garden
look bigger, more interesting and stunning
to look at. The patio won’t just be an
assortment of slabs; it will be shaped in a
way that enhances the rest of your garden.
The same goes for the shape of the lawn
and plant borders.

www.successfulgardendesign.com
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Take a look at the photograph below on the
left and you will see a perfectly decent new
patio. It’s not been designed, just laid down to
a size the owners thought they wanted. Now
look at the difference a designer can make
to a boring patio and lawn. The curves and
brick detail make it much more interesting and
pleasing to look at.

have gone over to work on smaller gardens.
From the two types I’ve worked with,
landscape architects’ design styles were more
industrial than most garden designers. But
that can work really well in the right setting.

Shape difference
between a nondesigned patio (left)
and designed one on
the right

What is the Difference Between a
Landscape/Garden Designer and a
Landscape Architect?
The short answer is the qualification and
training. Also, the type of work tends to be
a bit different. Landscape architects tend to
get involved more with larger projects like
public spaces and commercial developments.
Mostly, they don’t do small private gardens,
though some do. I’ve worked with a few who

24

How Do You Find a Garden Designer?
Doing a search online for designers in your
area is a great place to start. The main thing
to look for is a good website - plenty of before
and after photos. If you visit a designer’s
website and there aren’t enough photographs
of finished gardens, it’s going to be really
difficult to judge if they are the right person for
you.
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Recommendation
Another way of finding a designer is to ask
people you know if they’ve had their garden
designed - recommendation is a very good
way to get a great designer (if you like what
they’ve done for you friends, that is).

Local Garden Centre
You could also try popping down to your
local garden centre; designers often
have displays of their work or leaflets
available. Ask the garden centre if they
can recommend someone good. And if you
already have someone in mind, ask around
about them. The horticultural world is very
tight-knit community and everybody knows
everybody else, at least in the UK it’s like
that.
You can also try Yellow Pages and
newspapers, but unless the designer has
a website, you won’t really be able to get a
feel for their work.

Find several designers you like the look
of and then get in touch with each one. If
you have a face-to-face meeting, do bear
in mind that some will charge you for a site
visit, so check this out at the beginning.
I personally do charge for visits because
most site visits can take up to half a day,
which includes the travel time there and
back. I only charge the client for the actual
meeting and that covers fuel, as much as
anything. I’ve also found charging a fee
weeds out those people who just want free
advice and have no intention of employing
a designer.
Some designers may require a deposit
before they start work on your design. Do
not pay for the whole thing upfront, though
- the only exception to this is for postal
garden design services. They do tend to
charge upfront but these types of services
are much cheaper than having a designer
come to you. I’ll discuss postal design in
more detail later.

www.successfulgardendesign.com
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What to Look For When Choosing a
Garden Designer?
There are many different types of designer.
Some have a fixed style of designing,
others can do multiple styles of design.
The main question is does their work excite,
impress or wow you? If it doesn’t, move
along to the next one. Sounds obvious
but so many people call the first person
they come across in Yellow Pages and
they don’t always get the results they were
hoping for.
If the ‘before’ photos of the designer’s work
looks better than the ‘after’ photos - run
away as fast as you can!
Find out the rough of cost a design and
whether it is within your budget. Some
designers won’t give you a price until
they’ve seen the garden (it is difficult to
price accurately until seen). Ask for a
ball-park or average design amount for
whatever size garden you have.
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If you don’t know how big your garden is,
pace it out before you phone so you can
give the designer a good idea of the size.
No two people have the same perception
of small, medium and large, believe me
on that one. I’ve seen quite large gardens
described as small and vice versa!

How Much Should a Good Design Cost
You?
Now that’s a difficult question to answer
definitively, it all depend on the designer
and their experience levels, the location
and a zillion other factors. Some people say
the design fee should be equivalent to 10%
of the cost of the entire garden build. So a
£20,000 garden will cost £2,000 ($3,000 US
approx) in design fees. I don’t find that a
totally accurate guide but it’s an OK start.
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I will throw out a figure of a minimum of
£500 ($750) as a starting point for a good
design. Some designers will charge less
than that, most will be more. Let’s look at
the behind the scenes reasons.

What is a Design Worth?
If it takes someone one, two or three weeks
to create you a fantastic garden design,
they simply can’t do it for less than one,
two or three week’s worth of money (unless
they have other forms of income). The
simple truth is, if someone is offering you a
cheap design, they will not be spending a
week or two lovingly thinking of every last
detail and making it the best plan they can.
If it’s cheap, it will have been churned out
as quickly as possible. I’ve seen some
designs that aren’t worth the paper they are
printed on. If you’ve no idea what makes
a good design, you may not be able to tell
the difference initially. I’m pretty certain you
will once it’s built, though.
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Before you discount all cheaper designs as
not worth touching, there is the possibility
that you’ve found a designer that’s
hopeless at charging what they are worth
(I’ve been guilty of that in the past, for more
years than I want to admit). So you may be
able to bag a bargain, if you know what to
look for.

What About the Free Plan the
Landscaper Offers?
Some landscapers will offer to do a sketch
plan for your garden as part of their
service. Mostly, this will be a rough outline
of the size patio and lawn they are laying
rather than a full blown design. So check
out what is on offer. No-one will realistically
give you a free design. Well, certainly not
one they’ve spent a lot of time working on
to get perfect.
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How to Get a Cheaper Design
If your finances simply
won’t stretch to the cost
of a design and you
know that you don’t have
the time or inclination to
learn it for yourself, there
are a couple of things
you can consider.
Students! Design colleges are always
looking for guinea pigs for their students.
If you are willing to have twenty students
trekking round your property armed with a
tape measure and clipboard, this could be a
good option.

How good the finished design is will depend
on how advanced the students are and how
much help they’ve had from their tutors.
The design is unlikely be to quite the same
standard as experienced designer though.
Design students may make mistakes. So
you will need some design knowledge to
know that what they have given you will
work.
The second option isn’t that far away from
the first - hire someone that is recently
qualified and needs to build up their portfolio.
Again, you need to watch for mistakes and
over-imaginative creations that may be
difficult to build. But as long as you have
some knowledge, it’s a great way to help
a designer become established and get
yourself a much cheaper design. And a
newbie will really want to impress you and
they will take great care of they produce for
you.
Before you go down that route, I would still
speak to an established designer first and
see what they offer - some design students
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do come straight out of college and think
they will be able to charge the same rates
as more experienced designers. So make
sure you are getting a real bargain, not an
inexperienced designer charging what they’d
like to earn!

postal design services
A third option for getting a discounted design
is using a postal garden design service.
These are cheaper because the designer
doesn’t come and visit you on site. It does
mean that you have to provide them with an
accurate plan to work from and photographs.
A good designer can come up with a great
scheme from just a plan and a good set of
photos and your design brief. Again, though,
do check you like their work before you hire
them. As services like this tend to be paid for
upfront or in two phases, see if they use a
payment merchant like Paypal that will settle
disputes if you’re not happy with the end
results.
You can search online to find designers that
offer a postal design service. We also offer
one here at Successful Garden Design:
http://www.successfulgardendesign.com/
garden-design-service/
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What You Need to do BEFORE You Call a designer
To help make the process smoother for both you and the designer, there are a few
things you need to prepare in advance of your meeting:
•

•

•

•

•
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Have an idea of what you want to achieve. Even though a designer will bring
a portfolio of finished projects with them, it’s still a really good idea if you have at
least a vague idea of what direction you want to go in. Look at pictures in books,
magazines and online to give you ideas. Take a look at the slideshows of finished
gardens on the design ideas page on the Successful Garden Design Blog.
Check if there are any restrictions on what you can do in your garden. In the
UK, there are a few, like fence and hedge heights, using materials that impede
drainage in front gardens. In America, there are loads; from not being allowed to
grow vegetables in restricted areas, to how high your deck can be, and many more.
Which rules apply will all depend on which state and neighbourhood you live in.
If you have a scale plan of your property (these usually come when you purchase
the house) then photocopy it ready for the designer. They will find it useful when
they come to survey and draw up the base plan to scale.
Allow a realistic timescale to do everything. For your garden to be designed
and built, the quickest this is likely to happen is three months. It will depend on the
availability of the designer, landscaper and materials you want to use.
Have an idea of your budget before you get too far into the process. The hard
landscaping - patios, decks etc is where the money really gets gobbled up.
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Cost of Landscaping
If you are re-landscaping your whole
garden, to get you on the right track of the
kinds of costs you’ll incur, think new car /
fitted kitchen kind of prices as a ballpark
figure. People often baulk when I say the
words ‘new car.’ They think that is a big
amount to spend in a garden. If you think
about it, though, it’s a lot better value for
money long term. A nice garden adds value
to your home and helps ensure a quick sale
when you come to move, whereas your car
devalues the second you drive it off the lot.
If that’s way beyond your budget, there
are ways to make it cheaper with material
choices but always hire someone that’s
really skilled. They are well worth the
money. Also, a lot of landscape companies
are happy to build a garden in phases to
suit your budget. Just try to get as much of
the messy stuff that requires machinery out
of the way in the first phase to make it as
cost effective as possible as it will cost you
more in machinery hire to come back for
small sections than doing it all in one go.
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What Do You Need to do The First Time
You Meet a Designer?
You’ve thoroughly checked out the work of
the designer and their fees. You’ve done
all your homework on what you do and
don’t want in your garden and if there are
any restrictions. You’ve found a talented
designer and you are all ready to go ahead
and hire them to design you a fantastic
garden.

There is one critical thing you need to
find out before you hire them:
Do you like this person and can you work
with them? You may have contacted the
most talented designer in the world but if
you don’t feel that you have a good rapport
and they aren’t listening to you, then it
could get tricky further down the line.
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Trust your instincts on this one.
Qualifications and a great portfolio
are good to have, but a good working
relationship is vital. The opposite is also
true - you may call out a really lovely
designer but they just don’t create the type
and style of garden you like, again this
won’t work.

The ‘I Can’t Visualise’ Problem
Another thing to look out for is how the
designer presents their plans. This can
be really important if you are someone
that has trouble reading plans and
visualising how it will look. After all, not
many people find reading plans easy. 3D
sketches can really help you to visualise
how the finished garden will look.

Creating a garden is always a team effort.
You, the designer and the landscaper all
need to work together effectively to get it
all to work well.

Who’s The Boss?
You need to pick someone that isn’t
scared to tell you if your ideas work or not,
but at the same time doesn’t force their
ideas on you. You will be the person living
with the end results, not the designer, so
make sure you get what you want! But do
listen if they tell you something won’t work.
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Designer Working Styles
Different designers have a different ways
of working from one another. Some will
come out and meet you on site, discuss
your requirements, show you their portfolio,
measure up the garden and go away and
come back a few weeks later with a finished
plan.

and lawn etc. The materials will also be
shown on this drawing. The planting plan
will concentrate purely on what plant goes
where and how many there are in each
location.

Others will come out and meet you, have
a discussion then send you a quote for the
design work and come back on another
occasion to measure the area. They may
well show you a few rough draft sketches
along the way to check they are on the right
lines before you get the finished design.
So, again, pick someone that works in a way
that suits your needs.
Planting plans and designs are often done
separately. This is because it can be a
confusing amount of information to put on
one drawing. The design plan will show
you the shapes of the patio, plant borders
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Creating a good planting scheme is as time
consuming (if not more, sometimes) as
creating the design itself. Each plant not only
has to thrive in the location it’s put in but also
look good next to the plants that surround it,
all year round. It does require a lot of thought
to do it well.

Other Factors to Consider When
Choosing a Designer
One thing you need to be aware of is the
background of the designer. There tend
to be two main reasons that motivate
people to become landscape designers.
Some passionately love design, and others
passionately love plants.
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So keep it in mind that some will be better
with plants and others will have better
design skills. There’s no rule that says you
have to use the same person to come up
with a planting scheme that did the design.
Obviously, you do get designers that are
equally skilled on both sides and can do
both really well. The first stage is to get
someone that has really good design skills.
I can’t stress enough how important good
design is to a garden. If you haven’t
already read it, check out Garden design
- that’s just about where you put the plants
isn’t it?
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Designer Time Scales
You need to allow at least 4-6 weeks to
receive a finished plan. Some designers
will work quicker than that, whilst others will
take longer. Certain times of year are busier
than others, so the best advice is to call a
designer well ahead of actually needing
them to make sure you get all the work done
in a time scale that suits you.

How Much Involvement Do You Want
The Designer to Have?
You could employ a designer just for
the design. You might choose to do
the planting plan, hire the landscape
contractor yourself, or have the designer
oversee the whole thing.

Working With a Contractor
The designer should be able to
recommend a good landscape contractor
to build the design. A good working
relationship between designer and
contractor really helps the job go smoothly
because they will be used to how one
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another works. And they can sort out any
changes between them if they are needed
during the build process.

the design. Set it out yourself or do it with the
landscaper or designer. The landscaper will
charge you to do it again if you change your
mind after they’ve finished building it!

A good design plan will have covered how
to arrange the levels and shape of the
garden but occasionally changes to the
design, no matter how well thought out, do
occur and it’s a good idea if the designer is
around to advise how a change will affect
the finished result.
Some designers will have a fixed fee for
overseeing, others will charge per visit or
some may have their own construction
company who build their designs, so their
fee will be included in the final price.

Garden During construction

The First Week Rule
If you choose to oversee the construction
yourself, the most critical part is the first week.
This is when the design shape is laid out and
digging of footings and foundations begins.
Make sure well ahead of the landscaper
turning up that you are happy with shape of
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Garden after construction!
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What to do When You Receive Your
Design

equivalent to 0.5 metres on the ground (1/4”
= 1ft is the imperial equivalent).

What do you do if you’re not sure about what
the designer has produced for you? Then
what?

Check your garden furniture works in the area
designated for the patio. Is there room to seat
everyone and still be able to move around it?

The first tip is to allow yourself some time
to process it all. Some people ‘get’ a design
almost the second it’s put in front of them,
whilst others need time to think about it.

It is a good idea to read a garden design
book or two before you get your finished
design. If you can get a good understanding
of what makes a design work, you will know
if the design works well. However, if you’ve
picked a good designer this won’t be an
issue.

Making Alterations to The Design

Go out into the garden and peg out the
design. Your plan should be to scale. If you
are not used to scale, just ask the designer
to explain it to you before they leave. Here
is how to understand scale; a scale of
1:50 means every 1cm on the drawing is
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Good design interlinks; if you change one
part, it affects everything else in the garden.
If you want to make changes, discuss them
with the designer first. I’ve seen so many
people (be it customers or landscapers)
change something and not realise the impact
the change would have until it is far too late.
MAKE SURE YOU UNDERSTAND DESIGN
at least a little bit before you fiddle!
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Summary employing a garden designer:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Choose a designer whose work you really like.
Find a designer that presents their work in a way you can easily understand, for
instance, with a colour plan or with sketches from certain views of the garden.
Make sure they are someone you can work with comfortably, someone that listens
to your needs.
Have a good idea of what you do and don’t want in your garden.
Read a few books to get an understanding of design. Just understanding the basic
principles of design will help you feel more confident when dealing with a designer and
give you a better idea of what they are trying to achieve.
Find out if there are any restrictions on what you are allowed to build in your
garden.
If you have a scale plan of your property, that will help the designer when they come
to survey it.
Allow enough time to go through the design process, some designers will be quite
booked up depending on the time of year.
Set out the design in the garden and check it works well with your needs before
you get a landscaper to build it.

One last point; mostly, people are wonderful and realise that the bill is the designer’s
wages. Every once in a while, though, a client will not realise this and delay in paying, or
just simply forget. Please don’t be that person!
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Has This Helped You?
I hope you’ve found this free guide
useful and that it will help you get on
the right road to achieving your perfect
garden. If you have a question that
hasn’t been answered here, please email
me and I’ll add it to future updates.
http://www.successfulgardendesign.
com/contact/
I really want you to succeed and create
a fabulous garden. The average garden
can and should be so much more than
‘average’. Learning a little bit about design
will enable you to achieve amazing things.

So, I wish you every success in improving
your garden and do please email some
before-and-after pictures! I’d love to see
how you get on.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Rachel Mathews has been designing
gardens professionally for 20 years. In
that time, she has designed hundreds of
different size, shape and styles of garden,
from tiny contemporary courtyards to large,
traditional, formal gardens, both in the UK
and internationally.

So, regardless of whether it’s one of my
books or courses you choose to study from,
make sure you learn a bit about design in
whichever method suits your timescale and
budget. It will be the best investment you
can make with your garden. The thing that
I really want to ‘sell’ you on is taking a little
bit of time to plan your garden before you
build it. It will make a tremendous difference
to the end result.
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Rachel divides
her time between
designing and
teaching online
garden design
courses at Successful
Garden Design.
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resource Page
garden design books:

* These are books I’ve not read that were
recommended by other designers.

Garden Design by John Brooks
RHS Encyclopedia of Garden Design

Most should be available from a good
library or bookshop.

Backyard Blueprints by David Stevens *

online resources:

Ann Lovejoy’s Organic Garden Design
School *

Successful Garden Design Website Garden Design Courses, ebooks as well as
FREE video tutorials and design information
in the fortnightly blog and newsletter.

Landscape Design USA by George Lam *

inspirational garden books:
The American Meadow Garden by John
Greenlee
Dream Gardens by Tania Compton &
Andrew Lawson

plant books:
The Gardener’s Illustrated Encyclopedia of
Trees & Shrubs by Brian Davis
Dream plants for the Natural Garden by
Piet Oudolf *
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BBC Gardening website - Chelsea Flower
Show highlights.
Landscaping Network - tips on landscape
design and theory.
I’m more than happy for you to republish
excerpts from this report, in fact I
encourage it - spread the word. Please
accompany any excerpts with an attribution,
which includes the title of this report, my
name as the author and a link to http://
successfulgardendesign.com
Copyright © 2012 Successul Design Ltd.
Some rights reserved.
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